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Introduction
Rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder (RBD) is a parasomnia characterized by dream-enacting behaviors, such as shouting, punching, and falling out of bed, related to unpleasant dreams and loss of normal REM-sleep muscle atonia (Schenck and Mahowald, 2002) .
The idiopathic form of RBD (IRBD) has been reported as one of the strongest prodromal biomarkers for alfa-synucleinopathies , namely Parkinson's disease (PD), dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and multiple system atrophy (Iranzo et al., 2014; Mahlknecht et al., 2015) . A recent multicenter followup (Postuma et al., 2019) found that the overall conversion rate from IRBD to an overt neurodegenerative condition was 6.3% per year, with 73.5% converting after a 12-year follow-up. In this setting, there is a need to detect potential new biomarkers of prodromal neurodegeneration in this preclinical stage. Since MRI is a non-invasive and widely available technique that could be used for this purpose, there is a growing interest to better characterize brain changes in IRBD patients.
Brain structure in IRBD has previously been studied by means of voxel-based morphometry, cortical thickness and diffusion-tensor imaging, suggesting changes in both cortical (Campabadal et al., 2019; Hanyu et al., 2012; Park et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2019; Rahayel et al., 2018b Rahayel et al., , 2018a Rahayel et al., , 2015 Unger et al., 2010) and subcortical (Ellmore et al., 2010; Hanyu et al., 2012; Park et al., 2018; Rahayel et al., 2018b Rahayel et al., , 2018a Scherfler et al., 2011; Unger et al., 2010) structures. Regarding resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI), a prior work, using a seed-based approach focused on the substantia nigra, identified altered nigrostriatal and nigrocortical connectivity (Ellmore et al., 2013) . Furthermore, a subsequent study found altered basal ganglia connectivity similar to that found in PD patients when using a preestablished template of basal ganglia network (Rolinski et al., 2016) . Taking these prior results into account, rs-fMRI has been proposed as a new biomarker of prodromal neurodegeneration in PD (Postuma, 2016) .
Network-based statistics (NBS) and graph-derived metrics allow studying the brain as a complex network, characterizing the dynamic interactions between different brain regions (Telesford et al., 2011) . These techniques have been used before to detect brain functional connectivity abnormalities in PD (see Hohenfeld et al., 2018 for review) and DLB (Peraza et al., 2015) . Nevertheless, as far as we know, there is no previous literature in IRBD studying rs-fMRI following the functional connectome approach. Bearing in mind the findings in alfasynucleinopathies, we aimed to characterize brain functional connectivity in IRBD using graph theory analyses and to determine its possible relation to cognitive dysfunctions. We hypothesize that in comparison with healthy subjects, patients will show a reduction in brain functional connectivity, similar to that found in PD and DLB, and that this will be associated with cognitive impairment.
Method

Participants
Twenty patients with IRBD without cognitive or motor complaints at the time of diagnosis, and at the time of the current study, were recruited from our sleep unit.
Diagnosis of IRBD required a history of dream-enacting behaviors, videopolysomnographic demonstration of REM sleep without atonia, and absence of other neurological diseases (Boeve, 2010; Iranzo et al., 2006) pathological MRI findings other than mild white matter hyperintensities, and [6] no evidence in healthy controls (HC) of sleep disorders or mild cognitive impairment by detailed clinical history.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Barcelona (IRB00003099) and Hospital Clinic (HCB/2014/0224). All subjects provided written informed consent to participate after full explanation of the procedures involved.
Neuropsychological and Clinical Assessment
Participants were evaluated with a comprehensive neuropsychological battery.
Expected z scores adjusted for age, sex, and education for each test and each subject were calculated based on a multiple regression analysis performed in the HC group (Aarsland et al., 2009) . Five cognitive domains were obtained using the The Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI) (Beck A, Steer R, 1996) , Starkstein's Apathy Scale (SAS) (Starkstein et al., 1992) , and the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) (Cummings et al., 1994) were used to asses neuropsychiatric symptomatology.
MRI Acquisition and Preprocessing
MRI data were acquired with a 3T scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens, Germany).
The scanning protocol included high-resolution 3-dimensional T1-weighted images acquired in the sagittal plane (TR=2300 ms, TE=2.98 ms, TI=900 ms, 240 slices, FOV=256 mm; 1 mm isotropic voxel), an axial FLAIR sequence (TR=9000 ms, TE=96 ms) and a resting-state 10-min-long functional gradient-echo echoplanar imaging sequence (240 T2 * weighted images, TR = 2.5 s, TE = 28 ms, flip angle = 80• , slice thickness = 3 mm, FOV = 240 mm). Subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed, not to fall asleep, and not to think anything in particular
Resting-State Images
Basic functional image preprocessing, using AFNI tools, included: discarding the first five volumes to allow magnetization stabilization, despiking, motion correction, grand-mean scaling, linear detrending, and temporal filtering (maintaining frequencies above 0.01 Hz).
Noise Correction and Head Motion
Regarding head motion parameters, an exclusion cut-off was established for mean interframe head motion at ≥0.3 mm translation or 0.3• rotation; and for maximum interframe head motion at ≥1 mm translation or 1• rotation. We excluded one HC due to excessive head movement. In order to remove the effects of head motion and other non-neural sources of signal variation from the functional data, we used an Independent Component Analysis based strategy for Automatic Removal of Motion Artifacts (ICA-AROMA) (Pruim et al., 2015) . ICA-AROMA decomposes the data via ICA and automatically identifies which of these components are related to head motion, by using four robust and standardized features. As quality control measure to assess the efficacy of ICA-AROMA in reducing relationship between signal variation and motion, we performed correlations between framewise head displacement (Power et al., 2012) and overall signal variation (defined as the voxel-wise root mean square intensity difference between subsequent time points) after regressing the ICA-AROMA components. These two measures should not correlate significantly because signal change should not be explained by head motion.
Characterization of brain functional connectivity
In order to test for intergroup differences in interregional connectivity between IRBD and HC, we used Threshold-free network-based statistics (TFNBS) (Baggio et al., 2018) , which performs statistical inference on brain graphs. This approach combines network-based statistics (Zalesky et al., 2010) , frequently used for statistical analysis of brain graphs, and threshold-free cluster enhancement, a common method in voxel-wise statistical inference (Smith and Nichols, 2009 Head motion, age and sex were introduced as covariates in all analyses.
Graph theory computation
The analysis of brain functional connectivity was complemented with topological information derived from graph theory, allowing a description of global (wholebrain) and local (nodal) properties of the network (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . The Brain Connectivity Toolbox (BCT) was used to extract the topological parameters, including global and local clustering coefficient, global and local node degree, "small-worldness", path length, local efficiency and betweenness centrality (See Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 for detailed definitions and calculations of the graph metrics included in this work). Head motion, age and sex were introduced as covariates in all analyses. Given that graph metrics were computed using nine density thresholds (maintaining the 5% to 25% strongest edges, at intervals of 2.5%), only those results consistently found in more than one are reported.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses of demographic and clinical data were carried out using the statistical package SPSS-24 (2016; Armonk, NY: IBM Corp. permutations. Two-tailed p-values were calculated as the proportion of values in the null distribution more extreme than those observed in the actual model. material 1) . As shown in Fig. 2 and Supplementary material 2, intergroup-comparison of the posterior network showed reduced connectivity in 51 connections in IRBD (P < 0.05, FWE corrected), whereas no group effect was found for the anterior network.
Results
Sociodemographic, clinical and neuropsychological data
Functional connectivity and network graph metrics
No significant intergroup differences were found in global graph parameters in any network threshold. At the node-level, reduced centrality was observed in IRBD patients compared with HC in the left superior parietal region (specifically, in SPL_L_5_2) in 4 out of 9 thresholds in the posterior network. Results were controlled by age, sex and head motion (Fig. 2D) .
Correlation of cognitive parameters with functional connectivity
The mean strength of those edges that showed reduced functional connectivity in the whole-brain analysis (Fig. 1A, 1B) was correlated with the cognitive domains that were impaired in IRBD ( Table 2) . A positive correlation was found only between the mental processing speed domain and left ITL -right SPL functional connectivity strength in IRBD patients (r=.633; P=.003) (Fig. 1D) . No significant correlations were found in the HC group.
Discussion
As far as we know, this is the first work investigating resting-state functional connectivity in a sample of IRBD patients using complex network analyses. Our data suggest that in comparison with healthy subjects, IRBD patients had reduced resting-state functional connectivity with a predominant posterior distribution.
Furthermore, this reduction was associated with cognitive impairment in IRBD patients.
The whole-brain analysis showed that are known to support complex cognitive functions. To better characterize this posterior-predominant pattern, further independent analyses were performed for anterior and posterior networks. Whereas no significant results were found in the anterior network, posterior complex network characterization showed abnormal connectivity patterns in IRBD with a brain functional connectivity reduction in 51 edges. Although the greater number of significantly altered nodes may be due in part to the lower number of comparisons included in the posterior analysis, the same method was used to analyze the anterior network, yielding no significant results.
As stated in the introduction, only two published studies focused on rs-fMRI data in IRBD, one using an ad hoc developed template (Rolinski et al., 2016) and
another performed with a seed-to-seed approach (Ellmore et al., 2013). Both works found altered basal ganglia functional connectivity in these patients.
Interestingly, our results demonstrated that when a whole-brain analysis is conducted, reduced cortico-cortical connectivity is also identified. Brain functional connectivity in IRBD should be further addressed with longitudinal cohorts inspecting whether possible involvement of cortical and subcortical structures change with disease progression.
Functional disruption of the parietal cortex in IRBD agrees with previously studies reporting structural decrements in cortical thickness of this region (Rahayel et al., 2018b (Rahayel et al., , 2015 Campabadal et al., 2019) . Thus, both structural and functional MRI studies point out a cortical involvement in IRBD congruent with its prodromal symptom of alpha-synucleinopathies. In PD, the posterior atrophy is mainly seen in patients with mild cognitive impairment (Segura et al., 2014) . Although our patients did not have cognitive complaints at the time of the study, compared to controls they showed impairment in memory, visuospatial/visuoperceptual and speed of mental processing domains. This neuropsychological pattern is consistent with previous literature where IRBD patients without cognitive complaints and without parkinsonism frequently showed abnormalities when neuropsychological batteries were undergoing (Campabadal et al., 2019; Fantini et al., 2011; Ferini-Strambi et al., 2004; Massicotte-Marquez et al., 2008; Terzaghi et al., 2013 Terzaghi et al., , 2008 Vendette et al., 2012 ).
In the current study, we found evidence of the potential role of altered brain functional connectivity in cognitive impairment. In particular, a positive correlation between mental processing speed and temporo-parietal functional connectivity was found in the IRBD group, but not in healthy controls. It is interesting to note that mental processing speed domain was calculated using the Stroop Color and SDMT-oral version, tests that are known to have a strong posterior cortical component (Forn et al., 2009; Garcia-Diaz et al., 2018a Lezak, 2012) . Specifically, and in line with our results, SDMT has been found to be associated with cortical atrophy in temporo-parietal regions in PD patients (Garcia-Diaz et al., 2018a) . It could be speculated that the relationship among these tests and the loss of co-activation between right superior parietal and left inferior temporal regions could be reflecting integration abnormalities between the right dorsal-stream, required for visuospatial processing, and regions of the left ventralstream, that may be involved in visuo-verbal decodification required in both tasks.
Such findings could be underling specific vulnerability of long-distance connections in IRBD patients. In this sense, further research is needed to elucidate possible changes in the organization and topology of white matter tracts in IRBD.
Finally, it is worth noting that only mental speed processing domain significantly correlated with brain functional connectivity. It can be speculated that SDMT and Stroop Color Word test require not only mental speed processing, but also integration of attention, visuospatial, and visuoperceptual functions, possibly making them more sensitive tests when it comes to find brain dysfunctions in IRBD patients.
Results obtained in global graph parameters were less outstanding than those obtained using the TFNBS approach (Baggio et al., 2018) . No group effect was found in global graph parameters in any network. We only found decreased centrality for a node located in the left superior parietal lobule. This result is consistent with a prior work with DLB patients where decreased centrality in this same region, among others, was found (Peraza et al., 2015) . Neuropathological explanations for this regional centrality reduction in IRBD remain speculative at this point but could include disease-specific regional preferences of Lewy body pathology that have been evidenced previously (Hansen et al., 2019) . It is worth noting that our results highlighted brain connectivity reduction with lefthemispheric predominance in IRBD patients. This finding is in line with prior studies showing left asymmetries in motor symptoms and in nigrostriatal function in right-handed PD patients (Barrett et al., 2011; Scherfler et al., 2012; Uitti et al., 2005) . Interestingly, in keeping with these works in our IRBD sample eighteen out of twenty patients were right-handed (90%). Based on this, it could be hypothesized that functional brain connectivity has an asymmetric vulnerability at premotor stages that might be related to hemispheric dominance.
Some limitations to the present study should be pointed out. Firstly, IRBD sample is relatively small; thus, we cannot assume that the set of functional connections identified in our study would generalize to other datasets. Future multicenter studies should be carried out to replicate our findings. Secondly, some patients were evaluated under the influence of benzodiazepines. Mainly brain functional connectivity increases (Kiviniemi et al., 2005; Pflanz et al., 2015) have been reported in response to benzodiazepines administration. Unfortunately, our sample does not allow us to study differences between medicated and nonmedicated patients. Thirdly, another possible limitation of our work is that, despite the inclusion of a variety of tests in the main cognitive domains defined in recent guidelines (Litvan et al., 2012) , we used MMSE instead of MoCa, a less sensitive cognitive screening test in alfa-synucleopathies.
Conclusion
In the current work, our results indicate that modelling the brain as a functional connectome is a useful approach to detect changes in the organization of brain functional connectivity in IRBD, as a clinical model of PD and DLB prodrome.
Overall, our findings support the presence of disrupted posterior functional connectivity in IRBD patients, suggesting a posterior pattern that is in line with previous literature in DLB and PD. In addition, connectivity reductions between the left inferior temporal lobe and the right superior parietal lobule were associated with lower performance in speed of processing domain in IRBD patients.
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